Enhanced nonlinear spectroscopy for monolayers and thin films in near-Brewster’s angle reflection pump-probe geometry
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We experimentally demonstrate and theoretically explicate a method that greatly enhances the detection of third-order nonlinear signals from monolayers and thin films on dielectric substrates. Nonlinear infrared signals, including two dimensional infrared (2D IR) vibrational echo signals, were detected from a functionalized alkyl chain monolayer on a dielectric SiO2 surface in a near-Brewster’s angle reflection pump-probe geometry. We observed a tremendous enhancement of the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio in this geometry compared with a conventional transmission pump-probe geometry signal. The S/N enhancement is achieved by the greatly increased modulation of the local oscillator (LO) field that is induced by the nonlinear signal field. By reducing the LO field without loss of the signal field, the modulation amplitude acquired in this geometry was enhanced by more than a factor of 50. The incident angle dependence of the enhancement was measured and the result agreed remarkably well with theoretical calculations. We combined this geometry with a germanium acousto-optic modulator pulse shaping system to apply 2D IR spectroscopy to the monolayer. The enhanced and phase-stable 2D IR spectra gave detailed dynamical information for the functionalized alkyl chain monolayer. The application of the method to films with finite thickness was described theoretically. The range of film thicknesses over which the method is applicable is delineated, and we demonstrate that accurate dynamical information from thin films can be obtained in spite of dispersive contributions that increase with the film thickness. While we focus on infrared experiments in this article, the method and the theory are applicable to visible and ultraviolet experiments as well. Published by AIP Publishing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ultrafast nonlinear spectroscopy has been established as a powerful technique for studying the dynamics of complex molecular systems.1–5 Third-order infrared experiments, such as two dimensional infrared (2D IR) spectroscopy, have been particularly successful in elucidating sub-picosecond to nanosecond dynamics occurring in a variety of condensed phase materials.6–14 These third-order spectroscopic methods require three time-sequenced input pulses with electric fields $E_1$, $E_2$, and $E_3$ to generate a third-order nonlinear polarization $P^{(3)} = \varepsilon_0 \chi^{(3)} E_1 E_2 E_3$, which emits a nonlinear signal field, $E_{\text{sig}}$. The emitted signal is heterodyned (interfered) with a local oscillator (LO) pulse with electric field $E_{\text{LO}}$. In a 2D IR experiment, the heterodyne detection provides necessary phase information to perform Fourier transformation from the time domain into the frequency domain.

In third-order nonlinear infrared spectroscopy, the pump-probe geometry is the simplest geometry to implement. The first two “pump” pulses ($E_1$, $E_2$) are collinear, and the third “probe” pulse ($E_3$) intersects the pump pulses at a small angle.15 In this geometry, $E_{\text{sig}}$ is emitted collinearly with the probe pulse, and the probe pulse serves as a local oscillator as well. Compared with a fully non-collinear geometry, the pump-probe geometry has an advantage in terms of its inherent phase-stability16 and its compatibility with a germanium acousto-optic modulator (AOM) pulse shaping system,15,17 which significantly accelerates the data acquisition rate in 2D IR spectroscopy.18,19 The signal and the LO have a well-defined fixed phase relationship with no ambiguity, and therefore numerical post-processing referred to as “phasing” is unnecessary in the pump-probe geometry implemented with an AOM pulse shaping system.

The disadvantage of the pump-probe geometry is the lack of sensitivity arising from its inability to adjust the local oscillator amplitude $E_{\text{LO}}$ relative to the signal amplitude $E_{\text{sig}}$.18 The pulse that is observed by an intensity detector is $|E_{\text{LO}} + E_{\text{sig}}|^2 = |E_{\text{LO}}|^2 + |E_{\text{sig}}|^2 + 2\text{Re}[E_{\text{LO}} \cdot E_{\text{sig}}^*]$. $|E_{\text{sig}}|^2$ is too small to be detected. In an experiment, $|E_{\text{LO}}|^2$ is subtracted and the result is divided by $|E_{\text{LO}}|^2$, yielding $2\text{Re}[E_{\text{LO}} \cdot E_{\text{sig}}^*]$. This is the modulation in the LO intensity induced by the signal field. The heterodyned modulation (the “heterodyned signal”) is thus essentially proportional to $E_{\text{sig}}/E_{\text{LO}}$. Therefore when $E_{\text{LO}}$ is small, $E_{\text{LO}}$ should be reduced so that $E_{\text{sig}}/E_{\text{LO}}$ is increased. The reduction in $E_{\text{LO}}$ will improve the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio until the detector noise becomes a dominant noise source. This adjustment of the local oscillator amplitude is straightforward in a fully non-collinear geometry with an external local oscillator.20 In the pump-probe geometry, however, the third pulse is itself the local oscillator ($E_3 = E_{\text{LO}}$), and the attenuation of $E_3$ leads to a reduction of $E_{\text{sig}}$ by the exact same fraction, rendering $E_{\text{sig}}/E_{\text{LO}}$ invariant.
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When bulk liquids are measured, $E_{\text{sig}}$ is often large enough that the advantage of the pump-probe geometry is not compromised by the reduced sensitivity.\textsuperscript{18} However, the lack of the sensitivity is particularly an issue when a molecular monolayer or a thin film is studied, for which the nonlinear signals are orders of magnitude smaller compared to bulk samples.\textsuperscript{21,22} $E_{\text{sig}}$ itself can be enhanced if sample films are coated on metallic and/or nano-structured surfaces,\textsuperscript{23–25} but many interesting monolayers and films involve flat dielectric surfaces\textsuperscript{21,26–30} for which such an approach is not applicable.

A few methods have been suggested to reduce the local oscillator field in the pump-probe geometry, including the use of a polarization grating configuration\textsuperscript{31} or a Sagnac interferometer.\textsuperscript{32} In the context of two-dimensional infrared/near-infrared spectroscopy, these methods have so far yielded up to a factor of ~5 enhancement in heterodyned signals. While the enhancement is significant, a further enhancement is necessary to readily apply 2D IR and other nonlinear spectroscopies to monolayer and thin film samples.

In this report, we demonstrate that, for molecular monolayers or thin films at dielectric interfaces, the signal in the pump-probe geometry is significantly enhanced in the reflection mode rather than the conventional transmission mode (see Figure 1(a)). A particularly large enhancement in a heterodyned signal can be achieved when the probe pulse is $p$-polarized and the incident angle of the probe pulse is close to the Brewster’s angle, so that only a small fraction of the probe pulse is reflected. The small reflection can be regarded as a LO field that is heavily attenuated. Although the LO field is greatly reduced, the signal field induced by pulse 3 is not reduced, so the ratio, $E_{\text{sig}}/E_{\text{LO}}$, can be increased substantially.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Reflection mode pump-probe spectroscopy on a molecular monolayer

To develop and quantitatively investigate the methodology, we employed the near-Brewster’s angle reflection pump-probe geometry to study the C$_{11}$-alkylsiloxane monolayer functionalized with a rhenium metal carbonyl complex, Re(phen) (CO)$_3$Cl; the alkyl chains are bound to a thin SiO$_2$ film (100 nm) on a CaF$_2$ substrate.\textsuperscript{21,33,34} The symmetric CO stretch mode (2022 cm$^{-1}$) of the metal carbonyl head group is used as the vibrational probe.

A schematic illustration of the experimental geometry is given in Figure 1(a) for a pump-probe experiment, where one pump pulse induces two simultaneous interactions between the pump pulse field and the sample’s transition dipole moments. (For 2D IR experiments discussed later, the pump pulse is split into two temporally separated pulses.) We set both the pump and probe polarizations to $p$-polarizations, and the crossing angle between the pump and probe pulses was 20°. Note that the probe polarization has to be $p$-polarized to achieve the large enhancement discussed below because the reflection vanishes at the Brewster’s angle only for $p$-polarization. $s$-polarization can also give substantial enhancement but significantly less than $p$-polarization (see Figure S2 of the supplementary material).\textsuperscript{35} The probe incident angle $\theta_i$ is variable. The sample layer lies between air ($n_1=1$) and SiO$_2$/CaF$_2$ substrate ($n_2=1.4$).

First, a pump pulse crosses the sample layer, and after time $t$, a probe pulse is incident. The probe beam is partially reflected and transmitted. The field reflection/transmission coefficients with respect to $\theta_i$ are plotted in the inset of Figure 1(b). At the Brewster’s angle $\theta_B=54.5°$,
$r = 0$; there is no reflection. The pump and probe pulses together induce a third-order nonlinear polarization which emits signal fields in both the reflected and transmitted probe directions. These signal fields are denoted as $E_{\text{sig}, r}$ and $E_{\text{sig}, t}$, respectively. The signal fields are heterodyned by the reflected and transmitted probe pulses, namely, $rE_3$ and $tE_3$. Therefore, the modulation in the local oscillator field observed in the reflection mode is $\sim E_{\text{sig}, r}/rE_3$, while in the transmission mode the modulation is $\sim E_{\text{sig}, t}/tE_3$. In the following discussion, $E_{\text{sig}, r}/rE_3$ and $E_{\text{sig}, t}/tE_3$ are referred to as “heterodyned modulation” or “heterodyned signal,” while $E_{\text{sig}, r}$ and $E_{\text{sig}, t}$ are referred to as “signal fields.” The heterodyned signals are observed as pump-probe signals in the experiments. Note that the incident angle dependences of the local oscillators ($rE_3$, $tE_3$) and the signal fields ($E_{\text{sig}, r}$, $E_{\text{sig}, t}$) are determined by fundamentally different physical mechanisms. The reflected/transmitted local oscillator fields, $rE_3$ and $tE_3$, are determined by polarizations non-resonantly induced by $E_3$ in the substrate (Figure 1(b), inset). On the other hand, $E_{\text{sig}, r}$ and $E_{\text{sig}, t}$ are radiated from the resonantly induced polarization sheet lying between the air and the substrate. In a thick bulk sample, the signal radiation from resonantly induced polarization will constructively interfere only in the transmission direction. However, in the monolayer studied here, with thickness much smaller than the infrared wavelength, the signal radiation constructively interferes in the reflection direction as well. As a result, $E_{\text{sig}, r}$ and $E_{\text{sig}, t}$ are comparable in amplitude, and both of the signal fields remain finite near the Brewster’s angle.

The incident angle $\theta_i$ dependence of the reflection mode heterodyned modulation ($E_{\text{sig}, r}/rE_3$) and the transmission mode heterodyned modulation ($E_{\text{sig}, t}/tE_3$) was calculated based on the orientational distribution of the vibrational probes’ transition dipoles reported previously. The results are shown in Figures 1(b) and 1(c). Note that the signals are normalized by $E_{\text{sig}, t}/tE_3$ at $\theta_i = 0^\circ$, i.e., a conventional transmission pump-probe signal with normal incidence. The calculation details are given in the supplementary material, which includes discussions of the other possible combinations of the pump/probe polarizations (Figures S1 and S2).

As seen in Figure 1(b), at $\theta_i = 0^\circ$, the heterodyned signal in the reflection mode is opposite in phase from the signal in the transmission mode; while $E_{\text{sig}, r}$ and $E_{\text{sig}, t}$ are in-phase, $rE_3$ and $tE_3$ are $180^\circ$ out-of-phase, resulting in the opposite signs of the heterodyned signals. At $\theta_i = 0^\circ$, $E_{\text{sig}, r}/rE_3$ is a factor of $\sim 5$ larger than $E_{\text{sig}, t}/tE_3$ in amplitude because $r$ is smaller than $t$ by a factor of $\sim 5$ (Figure 1(b), inset) while $|E_{\text{sig}, r}| \approx |E_{\text{sig}, t}|$. As $\theta_i$ increases, the signal in the transmission mode ($E_{\text{sig}, t}/tE_3$) gently decreases due to orientational and geometrical factors, including the number of molecules in the focus and local field effects (see Eq. S(6) in the supplementary material). However, the signal in the reflection mode ($E_{\text{sig}, r}/rE_3$) rapidly grows in amplitude and then diverges to negative infinity near the Brewster’s angle because $r$ approaches zero and $E_{\text{sig}, r}$ remains finite. Once the incident angle $\theta_i$ exceeds the Brewster’s angle, $r$ flips its sign and $rE_3$ and $tE_3$ are in-phase. Therefore, when the incident angle $\theta_i$ is slightly above the Brewster’s angle, the heterodyned signal in the reflection mode is positively enhanced. As the incident angle further increases, $E_{\text{sig}, r}/rE_3$ decreases due to the increasing $rE_3$.

The configuration in Figure 1(a) was experimentally implemented to acquire pump-probe signals in both transmission and reflection modes (Figure S3). The pump-probe signals were recorded as $(I_{\text{on}} - I_{\text{off}})/I_{\text{off}}$, where $I_{\text{on}}$ and $I_{\text{off}}$ are probe intensities with and without a pump pulse. Depending on the detection mode and the incident angle, the probe intensities recorded on a HgCdTe array detector were vastly different as seen in the inset of Figure 1(b). When the array detector was saturated by high infrared intensity, a neutral density filter was placed in front of the entrance slit of the spectrograph (see the supplementary material for details).

Figure 2(a) shows pump-probe spectra acquired at $t = 20$ ps with a normal ($\theta_i = 0^\circ$) transmission mode and the near-Brewster’s angle reflection mode. Compared with the conventional transmission pump-probe signal, near-Brewster’s angle reflection pump-probe signals are significantly enhanced. When $\theta_i$ is slightly below $\theta_B$, the signal

![FIG. 2. (a) Reflection mode pump-probe spectra recorded at $t = 20$ ps with three incident angles, $51^\circ$, $53^\circ$, and $56^\circ$. A transmission mode spectrum (normal incidence) is also included and shown with a greatly expanded scale in the inset. The signal is greatly enhanced in the reflection geometry. For all the spectra, the features at $>2031$ cm$^{-1}$ arise from 0-1 transition, while the features at $<2013$ cm$^{-1}$ arise from 1-2 transition. When the reflection mode probe incident angle is less than the Brewster’s angle, the signals are opposite in sign from the transmission mode signal. (b) Pump-probe decays in the reflection geometry recorded at the frequency of $2022$ cm$^{-1}$ and with various incident angles. The signals were averaged over 40 min for each incident angle. The very small transmission data are also shown (inset, expanded scale). The very large signal enhancement and improved data quality in the reflection geometry are clearly evident.](https://example.com/f2.png)
arising from 0-1 transition is strongly negatively enhanced, while it is positively enhanced for $\theta$ slightly above $\theta_B$. This qualitative behavior perfectly agrees with the theoretical prediction in Figures 1(b) and 1(c). The 1-2 transition signals are opposite in phase from 0-1 transition signals.\textsuperscript{81}

Figure 2(b) shows the time $t$ dependence of the pump-probe signal recorded at the band center, 2022.0 cm$^{-1}$. Compared with the conventional normal pump-probe signal, the enhancement in the pump-probe signal amplitudes and the drastic improvements in the S/N ratios are obvious. The pump-probe signal decays in time due to the population decay and the in-plane/out-of-plane reorientation of the head groups.\textsuperscript{34,40} All the signals were fit well with the bi-exponential decays with the time constants of 1.8 ps ($\sim 25\%$) and 21 ps ($\sim 75\%$). The signals were extrapolated to $t = 0$ based on the fit and normalized by the normal transmission pump-probe signal to yield the enhancement factor. The results are plotted in Figure 1(c) as circles. The observed enhancement factor agrees remarkably well with the calculated enhancement factor, verifying that we properly formulated the enhancement mechanism and correctly characterized the orientational distribution of the head groups in our previous publication.\textsuperscript{34} Right at or very near the Brewster’s angle ($\theta = 54.5^\circ$), the reflected probe is significantly contaminated with s-polarization because the reflection coefficient for s-polarization is orders of magnitude higher than that for p-polarization near the Brewster’s angle.\textsuperscript{35} A small degree of contamination by s-polarization in the incident probe beam is then very significant in the reflected probe beam. The contamination by s-polarization in the probe prevents the enhancement factor from diverging (Figure S2 of the supplementary material).

While a large enhancement due to a small reflection is advantageous when the noise is dominated by laser fluctuations, a reflection that is too small is disadvantageous once detector noise becomes dominant. Overall the best signal-to-noise ratio was achieved when $\theta$ was set to 53.5$^\circ$. As one of the advantages of this geometry, the local oscillator amplitude can be readily optimized by adjusting the incident angle of the probe beam.

In this geometry, even a linear infrared signal is enhanced.\textsuperscript{28–30} The phase of the absorption depends on the incident angle, and a strongly enhanced negatively going absorption was observed when the incident angle was set slightly smaller than the Brewster’s angle (Figures S5B and S5C of the supplementary material). The enhanced pump-probe signals observed here can be viewed as the modulation of the enhanced probe absorptions induced by the pump pulse.

**B. Reflection mode 2D IR spectroscopy on a monolayer**

Based on the pump-probe geometry shown in Figure 1(a), 2D IR spectra can be acquired as well by splitting a pump pulse into two temporarily separated collinear pulses.\textsuperscript{4,15} The temporal separation between the two pump pulses is denoted as $\tau$, and the waiting time between the second pump pulse and the probe pulse is denoted as $T_w$. The two collinear pump pulses were generated as outputs from a Ge-AOM pulse shaper. As $\tau$ is scanned, a pump-probe spectrum as in Figure 2(a) is modulated for each optical frequency $\omega_m$, and Fourier transform of the acquired interferograms yields the $\omega_\tau$ axis of the 2D spectrum. The phases of the two pump pulses were altered with a four-shot phase cycling scheme to extract the vibrational echo signal.\textsuperscript{15}

The 2D IR signal amplitude is proportional to the pump-probe signal amplitude, and therefore the 2D IR signal is enhanced by the exact same enhancement factors shown in Figures 1(b) and 1(c) (see Figure S4 of the supplementary material). Figure 3 shows three 2D IR spectra with the same waiting time $T_w = 10$ ps but with different detection modes: transmission ($0^\circ$) and reflection with two different incident angles (53.5$^\circ$ and 56$^\circ$). Red is positive going and blue is negative going. The transmission mode spectrum is positive going centered around 2022 cm$^{-1}$. The reflection mode spectrum with the angle slightly less than the Brewster’s angle (53.5$^\circ$) is negative going. When the angle is increased slightly past the Brewster’s angle (56$^\circ$), the signal changes its sign and is positive going. This change in sign is equivalent to the change observed in the pump-probe data shown in Figure 2.
main bands (around \( \omega_m = 2022 \text{ cm}^{-1} \)), which arise from the 0-1 transition, a portion of the bands with the echo emission at the 1-2 transition frequency can be seen with opposite signs from the main bands. The drastic improvement in the S/N ratio for the reflection mode signals is obvious. Based on 5 min scans of the interferograms (Figure S4 of the supplementary material), the S/N ratio for the 53.5° reflection mode data was estimated to be a factor of \( \sim 20 \) greater compared to the transmission mode data. Assuming that the noise is random Gaussian fluctuations, to obtain the same S/N in the transmission mode would take \( 400 \times \) longer.

The observed band shape of the 2D IR spectra contains the dynamical information of the monolayer. Here, we briefly provide an intuitive interpretation of the 2D IR spectra. The linear absorption spectrum of the vibrational probe is inhomogeneously broadened. At a given instant of time, different vibrational probes will have distinct frequencies within the inhomogeneous line because of diverse structural environments that give rise to different intermolecular interactions. As time proceeds, the structure of the medium evolves, causing the vibrational frequencies to change. The time evolution of the frequencies is called spectral diffusion. The time dependence of the spectral diffusion directly reflects the dynamical evolution of the structure. A 2D IR spectrum shows the correlation between the initial (\( \omega_i \)) and final (\( \omega_f \)) frequencies separated by the waiting time \( T_w \). When \( T_w \) is short, the two frequencies are nearly the same because the system has not undergone significant structural changes. The correlation between the initial and final frequencies is manifested as a 2D spectrum that is elongated along the diagonal. At sufficiently long \( T_w \), structural dynamics will have sampled all configurations that give rise to the probe vibrational frequencies. As a result the frequencies have been randomized, rendering \( \omega_f \) and \( \omega_m \) uncorrelated. The lack of correlation at long \( T_w \) yields an essentially round 2D band shape. Thus, by tracking the evolution of the 2D band shape with respect to \( T_w \), the structural dynamics of the system can be determined.

2D IR spectra were acquired at varieties of \( T_w \), and each of the two-dimensional band shapes was quantitatively evaluated using the center line slope (CLS) method.\(^{42,43} \) The CLS(\( T_w \)) decay curve is the normalized frequency-frequency correlation function (FFCF).\(^{42} \)

CLS decays acquired in the reflection mode are plotted in Figure 4(a), together with a decay acquired in the transmission mode (inset). The data for both the reflection and transmission modes are plotted up to 40 ps. The reflection mode data for a variety of probe pulse incident angles are shown. It is clear that the CLS decays in the reflection mode are independent of the incident angle of the probe pulse.

Note that the heterodyned 2D IR signal amplitude decays with increasing \( T_w \) due to the reorientation and vibrational relaxation of the vibrational probe. The decaying time constant is identical to the pump-probe signal in Figure 3 (middle panel) (\( \sim 20 \) ps). Therefore, as \( T_w \) is increased, the heterodyned 2D IR signal decreases in amplitude, leading to a lower S/N ratio when the band shape is evaluated by the CLS method. The transmission mode data (inset) could be taken only up to 40 ps (\( \sim 2 \) lifetimes) due to the small heterodyned signal amplitude. In contrast, reflection mode 2D IR spectra were able to be acquired up to 80 ps (\( \sim 4 \) lifetimes) due to the signal enhancement, making it possible to monitor the dynamical evolution in a wider temporal window. To reduce the error bars on the data, particularly at the long \( T_w \) points, all the CLS decays acquired in the reflection mode were averaged and plotted in Figure 4(b) with 1 standard deviation error bars up to 80 ps.

The same sample was previously studied with 2D IR spectroscopy in BOXCARS geometry.\(^{35} \) Owing to an adjustable external local oscillator, the heterodyned signal was relatively large (\( \sim 1\% \) modulation). However, the data quality was limited by the slow data acquisition rate due to motions of mechanical delay lines, chopping, and the need for post-acquisition numerical data processing to account for the uncertainty in the relative phase relationship between the signal and the external local oscillator.\(^{20} \) Note that all of these problems are overcome in the pump-probe geometry.\(^{15,18} \) The data from the BOXCARS geometry with limited data quality and time range were fit as a single exponential decay with the time constant of \( 38 \pm 1 \) ps.\(^{33} \) When the data acquired here in the reflection mode pump-probe are fit with a single exponential (Figure 4(b), inset), the fit yielded a time constant of \( 40 \pm 1 \) ps.
constant agrees well with the result from the BOXCARS geometry. However, with the high quality data in Figure 4(b), it is clear that the single exponential fit is not fitting the entire decay well. Instead, the data were fit very well with a biexponential function with the two time constants of 12 ± 2 ps and 56 ± 5 ps (Figure 4(b), main panel).

The time constants from the biexponential fit of 12 ps and 56 ps reflect spectral diffusion time constants that arise from dynamics occurring on different time scales in the monolayer. We recently observed two distinct time scales in the in-plane reorientation of the head groups as well.34 MD simulations of the same functionalized chains but on a crystalline gold substrate showed a number of processes, such as the formation of gauche defects in the alkyl chains, occurring on different time scales.22 The simulations reproduced the experimental CLS decays from the BOXCARS geometry very well, but the limited time range of the CLS data hampered the observations of the detailed dynamical processes. Here, with the enhanced data quality, we were able to observe the multiple time scale chain dynamics predicted by the MD simulations.

C. Application to thin films: Theory

The application of the near-Brewster’s angle reflection pump-probe geometry to monolayer samples was experimentally demonstrated above. Another promising application of this method is the study of thin films deposited on dielectric media (Figure 5(a)).26,27 If the film is thin enough, the enhancement technique demonstrated above is applicable to the film as well. The questions are as follows: (1) to what extent and under what conditions is a signal enhanced for a film with finite thickness, and (2) do the acquired two-dimensional spectra in 2D IR experiment yield the correct dynamics. In the following, these issues are theoretically investigated.

In Figure 5(a), the top layer is air (n1 = 1) and the third layer is a transparent dielectric (n3 = 1.4). The second sample layer is three-dimensionally isotropic and has a vibrational probe that resonantly absorbs the incident IR beams. For example, the second layer could be a thin film consisting of randomly oriented crystals functionalized with vibrational probes. Due to the resonant absorption, the refractive index of the second layer is complex n2 + ik2. We assume that the real part of the second layer’s refractive index is matched with the third layer, i.e., n2 = n3 = 1.4. The IR probe beam propagating in the layer induces a polarization at a certain location in the layer, and ε(3) l emits a signal field E(y = 3) l in the reflected probe direction. The signal detected is the sum of the signal fields from all the positions in the layer: E(y = 3) r = ∑ y E(y = 3) l. Depending on where in the layer a molecule is excited, the phase of E(y = 3) r varies. Therefore the signal fields from different positions in the layer do not add up in-phase. The overall signal field E(y = 3) r gradually shifts in phase as the thickness grows and therefore the dispersive line shape (∼Re[χ(3)]) starts contributing to the signal field in addition to the absorptive line shape (∼Im[χ(3)]). If the sample is sufficiently thick, the signal field from deep in the film will be phase shifted sufficiently to destructively interfere with the signal field generated near the surface of the sample, limiting the thickness of the sample to which the method can be applied.

We can quantitatively describe the method applied to thin films by extending Hansen’s method, which calculated reflection and transmission from multi-layers with complex refractive indices, n[y] + ik[y].44 The pump pulse in Figure 5(a) alters the thin film layer’s (second layer’s) index from n2 + ik2 to (n2 + Δn2) + ik2 + Δk2, which changes the reflectivity and transmissivity of the probe beam. These changes are the pump-probe signals. In the supplementary material, we show how Δn2 and Δk2 are related to Re[χ(3)] and Im[χ(3)], and how they affect the observed pump-probe signals. In the following, we assume that k2 and |χ(3)| are significantly smaller than 1. In this regime, Re[χ(3)] and Im[χ(3)] each contribute linearly to the pump-probe signal.

Note that the values of the imaginary and real susceptibilities depend on the probe’s optical frequency, ω. The overall line shapes (frequency dependence) of the reflection
and transmission mode signals are

\[ S_{\text{refl}}(\omega) = C_{\text{abs, refl}} \times \text{Im}[\chi^{(3)}(\omega)] + C_{\text{disp, refl}} \times \text{Re}[\chi^{(3)}(\omega)], \]

\[ S_{\text{trans}}(\omega) = C_{\text{abs, trans}} \times \text{Im}[\chi^{(3)}(\omega)] + C_{\text{disp, trans}} \times \text{Re}[\chi^{(3)}(\omega)], \]

where \( C_{\text{abs, refl}}, C_{\text{disp, refl}}, C_{\text{abs, trans}}, \) and \( C_{\text{disp, trans}} \) depend on the thickness of the layer. Figure 5(b) plots the calculated reflection/transmission pump-probe signals, for the geometry in Figure 5(a), induced by unit absorptive (Im[\chi^{(3)}]) and dispersive (Re[\chi^{(3)}]) third-order susceptibilities. These correspond to \( C_{\text{abs, refl}}, C_{\text{disp, refl}}, C_{\text{abs, trans}}, \) and \( C_{\text{disp, trans}} \) in Eqs. (1) and (2).

In Figure 5(b), the signals are plotted with respect to the layer’s thickness (\( d \)) normalized by the probe/signal wavelength (\( \lambda \)). The calculations are performed at an angle of 53°, which is approaching the Brewster’s angle. In a standard transmission mode, the small absorptive signal grows linearly in amplitude with increasing thickness and the dispersive signal is zero, i.e., the signal is purely absorptive regardless of the thickness. The reflection mode signal behaves differently. As the sample thickness increases, the absorptive signal increases when the thickness is significantly smaller than the wavelength. In addition, there is a growing contribution from the dispersive signal. When the thickness reaches a significant fraction of the wavelength, both the absorptive and dispersive signal amplitudes start decaying (\( d \sim 0.2 \times \lambda \)). Further increase in the film thickness leads to the oscillation in both the absorptive and dispersive signals’ amplitudes. When the thickness is less than \( d \sim 0.3 \times \lambda \), these amplitudes are substantially larger than the transmission mode signal.

Note that Figure 5(b) displays the absolute amplitudes of the reflection/transmission mode signals. To discuss the enhancement factor in the reflection mode, consider an experiment conducted at \( \lambda = 5 \mu m \) on a film that is \( d = 100 \text{ nm} \) thick as an example. This thickness would be the first tick mark past zero on the horizontal axis of Figure 5(b) (\( d/\lambda = 0.02 \)). At this wavelength and thickness, the dispersive contribution is negligibly small. For the 53° angle used in the plot, the reflected signal is a factor of 30 greater than the transmitted signal. When the incident angle is instead set to 54°, which is closer to the Brewster’s angle \( \theta_B = 54.5° \), the enhancement is a factor of 90. Thus the near-Brewster’s angle reflection geometry enhances a signal from a film with finite thickness as well as from a monolayer discussed in Sections II A and II B.

As shown above, when the reflection mode pump-probe geometry is applied to a thin film, the line shape is affected by a dispersive contribution. This is indeed not an issue in a simple pump-probe experiment because the dispersive contribution does not affect measurements of the vibrational lifetime or orientational relaxation. However, in a 2D IR experiment, which measures spectral diffusion by examining the \( T_w \) dependence of the 2D line shape, a dispersive contribution changes the line shape. For a monolayer or very thin films, the dispersive contribution is essentially zero, as experimentally verified in Figure 3. The question arises as to whether spectral diffusion can be measured for thicker films that have a significant dispersive contribution to the 2D line shape.

To quantitatively evaluate distortions in 2D IR band shapes caused by the dispersion signals, we calculated 2D IR spectra in transmission/reflection modes with various layer thicknesses. We assumed that the frequency-frequency correlation function of the vibrational probe in the layer is given by \( \langle \delta \omega(0) \delta \omega(t) \rangle = \delta(t)/(3 \text{ ps}) + (10 \text{ cm}^{-1})^2 \times \exp[-t/(30 \text{ ps})] \). The first term on the right hand side produces homogeneous broadening and the second term gives rise to inhomogeneous broadening. The second term is the source of spectral diffusion. The calculation procedure can be found in the supplementary material. Figure 6(a) shows calculated 2D band shapes for 0-1 transition at the waiting time \( T_w = 15 \text{ ps} \). The four spectra in Figure 6(a) are

FIG. 6. (a) Simulated 2D IR spectra at \( T_w = 15 \text{ ps} \) for the FFCF given in the main text acquired with transmission mode (left top panel) and reflection mode with \( \theta_i = 55° \) for three film thicknesses, \( d \). The spectra show only 0-1 transition. For the thinnest sample, \( d = 0.025 \lambda \), the spectrum is almost purely absorptive. For the thicker samples, the dispersive contribution is large, and the nodes are observed in the middle of the bands. The white dotted lines are the center lines acquired around local maximum or minimum. (b) CLS decays obtained from a series of simulated 2D IR spectra in the transmission mode (black points) and for three thicknesses in the reflection mode (colored points). The calculated points are virtually identical so they are on top of each other and are not separately discernable. In spite of the dispersive band shape contributions for the thicker films, reflection mode 2D spectra yield identical CLS decays as the transmission mode.
different in the acquisition mode (transmission or reflection) and the samples’ layer thicknesses. In the transmission mode, the 2D spectrum is purely absorptive regardless of the layer’s thickness. Because only the 0-1 band is calculated, there is a single peak. For $d = 0.025 \lambda$ in the reflection mode, the dispersive contribution is negligible (see Figure 5(b)), and the band shape is virtually the same as the transmission spectrum. However, as the thickness is increased, the dispersive contribution becomes significant, and the band shape develops nodes in the middle of the 2D bands. At $d = 0.30 \lambda$, the band is mainly dispersive.

Nonetheless, all the spectra in Figure 6(a) have well defined local minima or maxima, around which CLS can be calculated. The center lines are the dotted white lines shown for the four spectra in Figure 6(a). In spite of the very different appearance of the band shapes, the center lines for the four spectra in Figure 6(a) yielded identical values of the slope, $-0.525$. The 2D spectra were calculated for varieties of $T_w$ and the CLS decays were determined. The results are given in Figure 6(b). The differences among these four decays are undetectable, so much so that it is difficult to discern that there are four overlapping sets of points. The solid curve in Figure 6(b) is a single exponential fit to the points. All of them decay with the time constant of 29.3 ps, missing the correct FFCF decay time constant of 30 ps only by $\sim 2\%$. (This small error may have arisen from the calculation of the spectra or the determination of the center line slopes, but it is the same for all of the model calculations.) Therefore, while the 2D IR band shape contains a dispersive feature that depends on the thickness of the layer, the dynamical information is maintained and successfully recovered by the CLS method. This is another example showing the robustness of the CLS method as a tool to extract spectral diffusion dynamics from 2D band shapes.42,43,45

Overall, when 2D IR spectra are acquired in the near-Brewster’s angle reflection pump-probe geometry, (1) while the band shape appears to be distorted (Figure 6(a)), the CLS values and decays are conserved regardless of the thickness (Figure 6(b)), and (2) the absorptive or dispersive signal amplitudes grow until the thickness reaches $d \sim 0.3 \lambda$ (Figure 5(b)). Therefore, for an infrared experiment with $\lambda = 5 \mu m$, the reflection geometry should be readily applicable if the layer thickness is less than $\sim 1 \mu m$, and a significant signal enhancement will be achieved.

III. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this report, we have demonstrated that the near-Brewster’s angle reflection pump-probe geometry enhances the detection of the nonlinear infrared signal from the monolayer by almost two orders of magnitude, compared with the conventional transmission pump-probe signal. For a monolayer that is much thinner than the wavelength of light used in the experiment, the band shapes are purely absorptive. The method was applied to a C$_{11}$ alkyl monolayer, which is bound to an SiO$_2$ substrate and functionalized with a metal carbonyl head group. Measurements of the signal modulation as a function of incident angle near the Brewster’s angle showed increasing enhancement as the Brewster’s angle was approached (Figure 2). Calculations of the angle dependence of the enhancement and the experimental data were in quantitative agreement (Figure 1(c)).

Spectral diffusion data acquired from the alkyl monolayer gave results that were consistent with previous measurements using the transmission BOXCARS geometry. However, the signal-to-noise ratio with the reflection pump-probe geometry was so much greater that it was possible to determine that the spectral diffusion is described by a biexponential function. The high data quality and the longer time range offered a more detailed determination of the functional form of the decay. Note that the waiting time $T_w$ dependence of the signal amplitude in this geometry is identical to the one measured in the BOXCARS geometry with all parallel polarizations. Some of the enhancement techniques, such as a polarization grating configuration, accelerate the signal decay rate if there is an in-plane reorientation of the molecules.46 The near-Brewster’s angle reflection pump-probe geometry demonstrated here is thus particularly advantageous in terms of tracking the dynamics over a wide temporal range if there is significant orientational relaxation.

The theoretical framework was developed to describe the enhancement in the same geometry for three-dimensionally isotropic films with finite thickness. Detailed calculations for thin films showed that similar enhancements that were observed for the monolayer will also occur for thin films. It was determined that for thin films, in addition to the absorptive contribution to the signal, the dispersive contribution will occur as the film becomes thicker (Figure 5(b)). For films thinner than $\sim 0.02 \lambda$, the dispersive contribution is negligible. For thicker films, 2D IR spectra will display a band shape that is a combination of the absorption and dispersive shapes. However, detailed model calculations showed that the center line slope (CLS) method still extracts the desired frequency-frequency correlation function from the data, regardless of the magnitude of the dispersive contribution to the 2D band shapes. Therefore, the method can be readily extended to thin film samples.

The method should make it possible to study a wide variety of samples that were previously inaccessible to ultrafast nonlinear experiments. While here we studied a monolayer on a transparent substrate to quantitatively evaluate the enhancement factor, the method is applicable as long as the supporting substrate is dielectric; the substrate does not have to be transparent and can be dissipative. Therefore the dynamics at a variety of interfaces can be studied in this geometry. Finally, it is important to note that while the experiments and calculations presented here dealt with IR nonlinear spectroscopy, all of the considerations apply equally to experiments in the visible or ultraviolet spectroscopic regions.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See supplementary material for (A) calculation for incident angle dependence of pump-probe signal, (B) experimental details for pump-probe spectroscopy and two-dimensional infrared spectroscopy, (C) enhanced absorption, and (D) calculations for the thickness dependence of the pump-probe signal and the two-dimensional band shape.
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